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Handwriting with sound-speed imaging using ultrasound computed
tomography.
P Koulountzios1, T Rymarczyk2, M Soleimani 1*
1 Engineering Tomography Laboratory (ETL), Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Bath, UK
2 Research & Development Centre Netrix S.A., Wojciechowska 31, 20-704 Lublin, Poland
Abstract— This work proposes the use of ultrasound computed tomography (USCT) for handwriting by imaging sound

velocity changes in a medium caused by a rod. The rod was used as a writing object and the tomographic instrument
was able to process the data over time with a temporal frequency of 4 frames per second. Tests are carried out in writing
various words and letters using USCT data and automatic imaging software. The work shows the functional imaging
capability offered by the USCT system combining qualitative and temporal imaging features.
Index Terms—In-water handwriting, electrical impedance tomography, dynamical inverse problems

I. INTRODUCTION
Human-computer interaction (HCI) techniques have been
extensively developed in the past few years [1], [2], [3]. There is great
interest in motion and gesture detection [6], [7], [8]. Earlier on [4], [5]
the possibility of handwriting in water, by disturbing the pattern of
electrical current, was demonstrated using electrical impedance
tomography. The paper shows a new type of HCI using ultrasound
computed tomography (USCT) with an experimental demonstration
in producing handwriting of letters and words. The USCT has been
lately developed for breast cancer imaging with clinical success [9],
[10], and in industrial process monitoring [11], [12], [13], [14]. The
common scientific topic that USCT can take advantage of in all these
applications is high-quality imaging over time combining qualitative
and temporal features with significant outcomes. USCT, in that sense,
could aid other tools that have been researched already in the handwriting field. The study shows that USCT can act as a communication
tool in HCI applications by showing its feasibility for handwriting.

additional delays, is neglected. Active measuring probes are divided
into digital and analogue parts. The digital part is responsible for
sending measurement data to the tomography controller, via the bus.
The analogue part has been adapted to work with the piezoelectric
transducer. The active probe can work both as a receiver and as a
transmitter. The main controller is responsible for managing the
measurement sequence, setting the active probes in the
transmit/receive mode, as well as storing the recorded information
[15]. In this study, the sensors are mounted outside of a water-filled
tank with a central excitation frequency of 40 kHz. USCT has several
modes of operations such as travel-time imaging, reflection mode
imaging and amplitude attenuation imaging. In fact, each one of these
modes could be used for such an HCI application proposed here. In
this study, we use the travel-time imaging [16] with 16 sensor arrays
surrounding a tank as shown in figure 1. A plastic rod is used for its
varying speed of sound against the background water to alter the
sound velocity distribution inside the tank water. The USCT system
can produce 4 frames of USCT images per each sec, proving a high
temporal resolution and allowing smooth handwriting.

II. USCT SYSTEM
USCT includes a hardware system for data acquisition, an array of
ultrasound sensors and software to support data collection and image
reconstruction. The developed ultrasound tomography is based on a
parallel data transferring architecture. Its main attribute is the active
measurement probes. The probes are controlled by a CAN bus, which
works as an external module, avoiding the use of a host computer.
Therefore, the process turns to be less time-consuming transferring
and receiving data much faster. This design can exclude a switching
part from the system, while the receivers should be in the “receiving
mode”. Subsequently, a multiplexer, which would introduce

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: (a) USCT measurement system on an acrylic tank of 20cm.
(b) USCT’s functionality. (c) Plastic rod, used as an inclusion in the
experimental process.
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A. Forward problem
For the travel-time transmission tomography method, a ray-based
method was used. The ray trajectories are calculated by solving
equation (1) and accounting for very high emission frequencies [17].
𝑑
𝑑𝑠
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)=
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where s is the length of the ray in the path of the sound wave, x is the
physical position and c is the speed of sound. The ray-approximation
approach can be used to simplify the relationship between sound
speed on the path of ray and total travel time between transmission
and receiving sensors:
Fig. 2: Measured background data.
𝛥𝑚 = ∫𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝛥𝑣(𝑥) 𝑑𝑙 (2)

(2)

The above integral is based on a single ray path, Δv denotes the sound
velocity domain and 𝛥𝑚 gives the time of flight of the pulse. For a
generalized tomographic problem, the above equation (2) can be
expressed as:
𝛥𝑚 = 𝐽 𝛥𝑣 + 𝑒

(3)

(3)

Where 𝛥𝑚 is the time-of-flight perturbation, J is the modelling
operator which expresses the sensitivity distribution and 𝛥𝑣 is the
sound speed and e is the noise in measured time of flight.

B. Inverse problem
A simple inversion algorithm could involve using a linear back
projection (LBP):
𝛥𝑣 = 𝐽′ 𝛥𝑚 (4)

(4)

The LBP is a simple algorithm and produces images together with
an extensive amount of image artefact. Instead, we are using a
dynamical Tikhonov regularization algorithm [7]. This method
̃ 𝑡 = [∆𝑚𝑡−𝑑 ; … ; ∆𝑚𝑡 ; … ; ∆𝑚𝑡+𝑑 ]
allows multiple frames of data ∆𝑚
to be reconstructed simultaneously and allowing to reconstruct the
̃ 𝑡 = [∆𝑣𝑡−𝑑 ; … ; ∆𝑣𝑡 ; … ; ∆𝑣𝑡+𝑑 ] .
sound speed in time steps ∆𝑣
Therefore, the temporal inverse problem can be rewritten as
̃ 𝑡 = 𝑆∆𝑚
̃ 𝑡 (5)
∆𝑣

A. Single Letter
The letters are produced by using multiple frames of USCT
image each contributing to the path of the shape of the letter. Fig. 3(a)
presents the consecutive reconstructed frames, the synthesized image
of a letter “S” and the normalized values of the difference data. A
total of 31 informative frames have been recorded for this case. Filter
algorithm excludes frames that do not contain substantial information,
resulting in 23 processed frames. Finally, 12 frames were presented
for the total number of processed frames using step two. The
displayed frames start from the 8th frame. Earlier frames have been
excluded by the filter. Frames of data will act as a dot in the letter “S”.
For all the 240 measured data, Root mean square difference (RMSD)
which is the norm of differences between background and inclusion
data, is used to space between letters.
B. Combined letters
This section presents cases of word recognition and word
formation. Fig. 4 shows the letters of words “UST”, “DAN”, “HAN”,
“manuch”, “netrix”, “Soleimani”, “tomography”. In most cases, the
system was able to distinguish between different letters of the
alphabet and offer the real genuine hand-writing style without losing
the quality features of reconstructions.

(5)

where 𝑆 is a precalculated dynamical Tikhonov inverse matrix. This
will have the same computational time as simple LBP but provide
both spatial and temporal regularization. Image normalization is then
conducted in the same way as [4].

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The image reconstruction is done with the differential data where
measured data with the plastic rod is compared with the background
data. Figure 2 shows the time of flight measurement data for 240
independent measurements from 16 sensor arrays. It is possible to
measure 256 travel time data, but we exclude the receiving time data
for transmitting sensors leading to 240 measurements.
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Fig 3: (a) Frames of USCT images used to construct letter “S”. (b) Plot of the reconstructed 3D volumetric dataset. (c) RMSD for all
frames. (d) Reconstructed image of letter “S.
A small value of the norm difference suggests that the pen is out of
The reconstruction of complex words and letters suggest that a simple
sight of the sensor array, and this allow space between letters. Hence,
USCT system such as the one used in here, although it may be with
one can see the distinct frame window of each letter in the word.
low spatial resolution can reveal satisfactory functional information.
Moreover, the number of close-to-zero regions in the function of
norms over frames can indicate the number of word’s characters.
Using machine learning one can enhance letter and word recognition,
For the test case of word ‘UST’, 94 frames of USCT images were
but this can be studied in future. Adapting such a low-cost system for
considered, and the norm differences between background and
real-time motion recognition can offer great potential to many
inclusion for this word are shown in Fig. 5.Given the “between words”
applications, as ultrasounds can be used in the water, soil, air and
specific movement of slightly getting the rod outside of the field-ofalmost all the common media of the environment.
view (FOV) (lifting of the rod),the norm difference data tend to
decrease into a minimum level and subsequently can be used to create
spaces between letters.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
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Fig. 4: Reconstruction of word (a) UST, (b) DAN, (c) HAN, (d) manuch, (e) netrix, (f) soleimani, (g) tomography

Fig. 5: RMSD in the “UST” word test.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The paper shows the use of USCT for hand-writing and it was
shown both to recognize letters and forming words. For this work,
water as propagating medium and sensors of 40 kHz were used. It
shows the versatility of USCT when imaging a functional act such as
real time handwriting. The USCT system should have sufficient frame
rate allowing a natural handwriting experience 4 frames pers second
used in this paper seems fast enough. The artefacts in individual point
of images can be removed, but for drawing a more complex shape one
needs to be able to use a smaller rod. In that case we need to ensure
that the USCT system can detect the smaller rod in all areas of water
tank. It is possible to extend the method for sound velocity imaging
in air making it a suitable device for motion and gesture tracking, but
in air handwriting the method needs to compete with well established
HCI methods such as optical based system. The entire process shown
here can show a flexible use of USCT to map out complex events
demonstrating even with low special resolution, the high temporal
resolution may lead to imaging complicated dynamical situation.
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